KABLOONA
another emotion. Each Eskimo word is like that gleam: it sug-
gests at once what has happened and what is to come, and it
contains that touch of the unexpressed which makes this people
so mysterious and attractive.
'Their shades of expression are infinite/ he went on. They
are Asiatic, and perhaps for that reason imperceptible to us.
We are so habituated to our simple yes and no that we ignore
the existence of a scale of gradations between affirmation and
negation. It took me a long time to understand what was
going on in their minds, and many things had to be revealed
to me before I knew where I stood with these men. They
would explain: "He did not refuse to do as you asked; he merely
told you that there were obstacles in the way." Or: "He did
not deceive you, he did not lie to you; he merely omitted to
affirm the thing to you." It was hard for me to grasp the care
they took not to commit themselves. Each time that they speak
they leave themselves a back door through which to retreat.
For example:
eAn Eskimo comes in from trapping. There are several
visitors in his igloo. He picks up the snow-beater, and when his
clothes are free of snow he takes them off. All this without a
word. Then, as he knows that the others are waiting for him to
speak, he says: "Those foxes! There is no way to get them.33
Silence. "And besides, I'm not good for much any more. An
old man." Again silence. Finally, still as if he were speaking to
himself: "But I got three to-day." '
I told Father Henry of my trouble getting to Pelly Bay. He
was astonished.
'How could it possibly have taken so long?3
el can't say. And yet, Heaven knows I told those men often
enough that I was in a hurry to get here.3
Father Henry laughed. That's it then,3 he said. That
explains it. You are lucky to have got here at all. You deserved
to be led round and round in a circle to teach you a lesson.3
And he told me how he went about getting a sled up to
Repulse Bay in double quick time.
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